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She knew that this was not the case in China, because the concept of nobility had been broken off

hundreds of years ago, and there were only famous families and big families. And people from

big families don't say they are aristocrats, how can I put it? In the past, whether it was the Wang

family or the Shen family, their wealth was not bad, but people wouldn't boast that they were
aristocrats either, because she always felt it was weird to say that.

At home she felt that aristocrats were weird, but when she heard about aristocrats abroad she

didn't feel weird anymore, what with the royal forest garden, what with the queens, ah, what with
the aristocrats, as if they were used to it ......

It's just that these existences that she thought she couldn't touch, her own good son-in-law
has even become a locally recognized noble, this own mother-in-law as a noble, is not also a
noble ah?

Of course, she knew that she was going there mainly to look after Shen Xiyan's health. But
well, in her leisure time, she can also enjoy the status of a noble mother-in-law ......



"Mom, let's quickly pack up, I want to go see Lin Hao, I want to become a noble lady right
away, I want to see my castle." Shen Xiyan said excitedly and incomparably, looking yearning,
her eyes were filled with longing and yearning inside ......

The first thing you need to do is to get your own personalized, personalized, and
personalized products. You need to keep the baby alive, I'll pack."

"Mm-hmm, mum, we shouldn't need to bring a lot of things, we'll buy them when we go

there." Shen Xiyan suddenly thought of something and spoke.

Wang Shufen stopped the work in her hands and listened to Shen Xiyan's words, thinking
that it seemed reasonable, what were they doing? It's not like they can't buy it when they get

there.



"Then let's go and apply for an exit visa now, as soon as it's issued, we'll charter a plane to go
there directly to save time." Wang Shufen said excitedly.

"Mom, I simply love you too much." Shen Xiyan said as she wrapped her arms around Wang

Shufen.

Not far from the Porter Group building, under the night lights, Night stood like a Kongo

warrior, he looked at the conference room where Lin Hao was, and waited for Lin Hao to hang up

before pulling out his own phone.

Only just as he was about to call, a satellite phone call came in from Black Dragon.



After Night One picked up the notification, Black Dragon's voice was close to a growl,
"Brother Night One, this is a very unethical thing for your family head to do, huh? My so-called
big brother here with the four out Orcs were killed directly by the Lin family, you are making it
difficult for me to face Zeus for a while to have a mouth to feed ah."

Black dragon's worry night one know, Lin Hao also explained to him before, night one
smiled and replied, "black dragon have you ever thought, Rem dead Zhaoyishan picketing

service whisker zero er, you this hall will be masterless! But is your Zeus' reputation bigger? You

can enter Toulouse? You've already wiped out most of the forces of the Tropans and X. You've
done a lot of good in Zeus, haven't you? According to my guess, you should have been praised

by your senior management, and would even immediately forestall you as a new hall leader?"

Hearing Night One's words, Black Dragon's side was silent for a bit. What Night One had

said was not far from the situation he was facing now, he was indeed going to become a new

leader of the cousin group soon, only that there were voices of opposition within Zeus again.

How can I put it, in Toulouse the penetration of Zeus' forces had been obstructed by X and

Topaz, so it hadn't gone much deeper for many years, but after tonight's battle, although one of
the cantons' forces had been lost. But the forces of the other cantons of Zeus are swarming in,
surprisingly occupying a lot of territory, and even swallowed up a lot of X organization territory,
which makes the other cantons group leader very happy, they even ignore Rem's death ......



The society of interests, that's how it is, everyone will only have their own interests, as for
other people's, sorry, it has nothing to do with him ......

"But there are also a lot of people who are blocking me from becoming the new head of the

Danggou group. In fact, some people say that I am a Chinese and becoming the new head of the

cantorate is an insult to Toulouse. Of course this opposition was comical and they themselves felt

that they couldn't stand up to the heel. But there are some that manage to stand their heels up, and
that is to say that my strength is not allowed to become the new head of the cousin group." Black
Dragon complained, he had infiltrated and was now about to reach the core part, but what about,
not strong enough ......

Everyone else was a junior biochemist, with strength as terrifying as that. He, like Night One,
fought back and forth with a mediocre Orc, if the other side was a berserk Orc, they were really
no match ......
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"Hey, if only I had biomaterial crystals, I could just become a half-orc then, and I could become

the new leader of the Doukou group." Black Dragon sighed.



Black Dragon's words directly irritated Night One. How should I put it, Night One had also
had the idea of devotion, only to be cut off directly by Lin Hao.

"Black Dragon, do you really want to become a cyborg? You won't regret it?" Night One
inquired in a low voice.

Black Dragon gave an audible laugh and asked rhetorically, "Night One, if there was an
opportunity in front of you right now to become a powerful biochemist and then be able to assist
the Lin family master to work together, would you give up this opportunity?"

Night One was once again silent.



It was him, he had been guilty of not being able to attack and retreat with his big brother.

Black Dragon went on to say, "The threat to the East is not lifted, the Church has been
sending half-orc biochemists to the East, I don't know the secrets within, I am desperate, if I can
become a half-orc, I can apply to go to the Ancient Prison of the East to see if I have access to the
secrets within."

Listen to the black dragon as if it does not care much about becoming a half-orc, and most

of them are righteous and have their hearts in China ......

Night one felt the blood boiling inside his body, if he was Black Dragon, standing in the
position of Black Dragon, he would also be the same as Black Dragon, perhaps big brother Lin
Hao gave Jelly the biochemicals crystals, he would beg, or even snatch them and devour them

himself ......



"Black Dragon. We'll help you with the biochemical crystals, and we'll follow up and

communicate about the X Organization's main camp. My big brother's intention should be to

exterminate Organization X in the next few days. I don't have much concern about the people in X.
But my brother seems to be concerned about the leader of X, Mohammad Qatou, who is often
seen muttering that Mohammad Qatou is a remarkable person. And from his analysis I can get

that this Mohammad Kato is an intermediate level biochemist and is currently in the process of
hitting the advanced level biochemist!"

Night One's words directly shocked Black Dragon's brain to buzzing.

This was a very terrifying news, if Zeus's great chief Servant ErWu Yi DiWu Pai Dye heard

it, I am afraid that he would also be shocked.

He thought he knew a lot more than Night One about what an Advanced Cyborg really

represented. How to say it, in just a few short hours, his status had grown to the limit.



For example, for the three senior biochemists in Toulouse, one of them, Bigir, was an old
monster who had lived for hundreds of years. At that time, when he heard of Bigir, it could shock
Black Dragon Black, after all, there was also a Cang who had lived for hundreds of years in the

country, but Cang was later killed by the Lin family master.

Apart from this mysterious and unpredictable Bigir, who had lived for hundreds of years,
there were also the Lion and the Golden Leopard.

Of course the news that the male lion was defeated by Lin Hao was something he had seen
with his own eyes, but he should have been able to guess that I'm afraid that the top brass of Zeus

should have known that Lin Hao could suppress the strength of the male lion. After all, Zeus was
involved in the firefight to eliminate Organization X at the time ......

"Night One. This news is just too useful for us. Thank you very much!" Black Dragon said

gratefully, and then hung up the phone.



After the call hung up, Night One wondered if this offended his big brother's majesty, but
thinking of Black Dragon laying down his life like that, he felt that his big brother would do his

best to help him. How to say it, from the stoicism on Big Brother's face at that time when he kept
being called a Chinese Chinese monkey he knew that Big Brother had a strong sense of national
identity.

And not to mention this, is the East Ying line has been enough to tell the whole of China's
innate patriarchs what kind of person big brother is. He followed the duo of Jun family lords to

exterminate the entire Eastern Ying saint ninja god ninja, such a glorious record is enough to solve
the Eastern Ying incoming offenders in the next few hundred years ......

The thought that the Black Dragon would be spoken of by certain people in the country in the
future made Night One's heart bitter beyond measure. He shook his head, there are times when
laying down one's life for righteousness doesn't just move oneself, it will alsomove many people!
It would also make a lot of people compete to be the first!

It's just that he also knew that giving up so much would some times be ridiculed ......



"Brother, I will help you with your worries!"
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Opening his mobile phone, Night One dialed the phone number that he had always thought about,
but often dared not look at it or touch it.

Now, he could finally make a phone call to the person he missed day and night. For so many
days since he had come to Toulouse with Lin Hao, Yiyi had not made a single phone call back, he
was just afraid that if he did, he would feel more and more useless and cause himself to collapse!

He was a powerful warrior before, the number one warrior guarding Lin Hao. But what?
What kind of existence had he turned into now? Even an existence that Lin Hao had crushed with

one punch, he might not be able to beat, such a fallout made his heart depressed ......



"Hey." A voice with a choked sob came out.

She was crying!

Night one clearly felt the choked voice on the other end of the phone.

Night one iron-blooded strong man so at the moment also face is incomparably tender, a
delicate face, a face of self-reproach, rigid eyes inside, there is a rolling mist brewing, he raised
his head to look at the street lamp, crystal clear thing a flash.

There were no tear tracks on his face.



"I'm Night One." Night One's voice was as calm as ever after he had stabilised his emotions.

There was a pause on Gu Yue's side, then like a dike suddenly cried out, "Husband, I seem
to miss you."

This voice came down and Night One's tears almost couldn't hang on and directly broke the
bank. It was a good thing he had been gripping the street lamp pole by the roadside, squeezing it
hard and using it to vent his emotions.

"I miss you too." Night One whispered, trembling in his voice.

The first time I heard this familiar voice, I heard it tremble a little, and my tears once again

fell unheeded.



She just thought that Night One's rigidity would be cloudy, but this trembling voice told her

that this was the most beautiful love story she had ever heard in the world ......

A couple talked for a long time.

Lin Hao's vision was so keen that he caught such a scene, he could see Night One's emotions
about to break down, but had to go and grab the streetlight pole while pouring out.

He knew what it was like, it was pining, it was bone-chilling pining ......



"Brother, I'm sorry ......" Lin Hao leaned against the windowsill and lifted his head to look at
the night in the sky, which was particularly soft and very round this evening, like a jade disc. This
scene, alone in a foreign country as a foreigner ......

After hanging up the phone, Black Dragon rushed straight to the middle of the conference hall
at the main camp.

Countless people looked at him, at this Chinese summer man. This Chinese man was a
ruthless man, not weak in strength, and had just made a great achievement. But inevitably, his
ruthlessness was not in contrast to his strength; he was weaker than any of the men present, and
much weaker.

Many people thought again, if he were a half-orc, the terror would already all be a group

leader of a hall, right?



Black Dragon took a deep breath, and then spoke, "Chief I just got a message. the leader of
the X group, Mohammad Katou, is shocking the senior biochemists! According to my sources, it
is highly likely that he will succeed."

"What!" The conference hall exploded at once!

Advanced Cyborg?

What is an advanced cyborg? Their leader was an advanced cyborg. And the leader of

Organization X was actually called Mohammad Katou? This was a name that many of the leaders

of the Gedangkou group had never heard before. The leader of this powerful organisation is so
mysterious that no one else knows what his name is, so you can imagine how mysterious he is, yet
they know this news today and it is such an explosion ......
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Is it true that they are in the process of attacking the Advanced Cyborg and have a high chance of
success? If this was indeed the case, wouldn't they be unable to devour the territory of

Organisation X again, and would their plans to march into Mertuzzi be put on hold?



The most prominent man sat in the middle of the hall, he looked like a man sitting on a

throne.

He spoke slowly, "I know this news of yours, Black Dragon your information is simply too

surprising, it is just a pity that you are too weak, if you possess the strength of an Orc, I will allow
you to become the leader of the new hall."

The group leaders of the various halls and the stewards who were in shock below heard the
Grand Chief's words and looked at Black Dragon, the information brought by this Chinese man
was always so incredible. Yet the truthfulness was so high.

But looking at the Grand Chief, it seemed that he did not look much worried, but, on the
contrary, he felt a sense of relief, joy?



Why was that?

Zeus naturally would not try to explain the mystery of it.

I am afraid that the impact of the Advanced Biochemist is an opportunity brought to him by

the Heart of Regeneration. But at this point in time, would it not be a death sentence? Even if he

could escape the encirclement of Bigir and the Lions and Golden Leopards, and escape Toulouse
with injuries, could he escape the pursuit of the Church's divine punishment forces?

The order of the Church will never be broken, never! No matter who it is!



When he thought back to the time when he had advanced to the rank of High Cyborg and
fought with other High Cyborgs, he still felt frightened when he thought back to it. It was the most
gruesome and least memorable image he had ever experienced in his life ......

"Kato. Let me see your true strength. Thirteen years ago the Golden Leopard exploded with a
power that made countless people fearful. But the Golden Leopard's strength didn't seem to be

worth mentioning in front of Lohan. But Lohan eventually fell, he died at the hands of the Golden
Leopard and the Lion. To be honest, if I had been under such an attack back then, I'm afraid I

would have fallen ...... and you, if you want to advance and live well now, I'm afraid you'll have
to fight your way out of the hands of these two men, right? But, can you fight it out? The golden

leopard and the lion would obviously do something so underhanded once and for all. The whole
of Toulouse, in the future, is a dead city, and as long as the Golden Panther and the Lion remain

dead, no new advanced cyborgs will emerge!"

He did not speak of Bigir, and that was because Bigir was an existence even more terrifying
than Lohan, an existence he did not even dare to slander easily. The longer you live, the more you
know the horror of the strength of the longer you live ......

He frowned and shook his head, his expression shifting very quickly. There was a question
inside his head that he couldn't get out of his head, and that was why Mohammed Katou would



choose to sprint for a senior biochemist at this time, given his careful appearance, he couldn't be
unaware of Lohan's death thirteen years ago, huh?

"Why would someone who is so careful to stay alive dare to advance so blatantly nowadays,
and he obviously knows that the Golden Leopard and the Lion have laid a big net and are waiting
for him to deliver it. What does Aizendi Ershan have to go on? The Pope? The Pope? The Heart

of Regeneration? Or maybe a rebellion?"

The Mohammedans had grown up with the Pope for some time, and most of the senior

cyborgs who had lived for more than two hundred years knew that they could sense the Pope's
fluctuating aura. Just as the Pope could sense their fluctuations ......
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And the Pope can control all their information, that is to say, even if Mohammed Kato gets the

regenerating heart and advances to advanced cyborg, he will definitely survive the duel between

the Bikir Golden Leopards and the Lions plus him, and finally break away from the three. ......



This is one of the ancient order of the Pope that has survived and no one can break it to this
day, and no one dares to break it, because there is a Pope who abides by this rule ......

"Black Dragon, well done on this one." Zeus said to the Black Dragon with renewed praise.

He was ready to go to the perimeter of Toulouse and wait for this strife. And he had recently
heard that there was to be a great feast in Toulouse, initiated by Finkin Gait of the House of Gait

together with Batistean of the House of Smith, such a feast that he would not fall out of place at all
in the past, and that it would be just that many days before Mohammedan Kartou would appear,
according to the invitation.

"Or Siiyi steak Ai Lui Lui Xu, I can call on a little bit of people. For I always feel that this
time events will break out and the order of the Church will be in chaos." Zeus leaned back in his

seat looking at the ceiling in serious thought. The heavy, ancient order of the Church squeezed
every single junior cyborg. And junior cyborgs would eventually become senior cyborgs, he had
been squeezed by the Church back in the day and he couldn't forget, those miserable past.



And he also believed that the Bighill Golden Leopard Stallion had also suffered such
humiliation ......

"Forget it, it's better not to tell people freely about the revolt. A lot of people could die if it

goes badly. Now that the ancient prison has erupted, I heard that there are biochemicals inside that
can allow people to break through to the next level. The ancient pope is also waiting for something
inside to appear ......"

"Isn't the Pope, like, not an eternal being? He can die too?"

Zeus tapped one hand on the guard of the throne's chair.



"And how is it that Bigir can live five hundred years without him worrying about continuing

his life? Cang's death, I'm told, was a siege by the Chinese martial arts community, and Zu was

decapitated by JunWuhui. These two great men who lived for hundreds of years died though me.
But what Cang told me was that he did not exist eternally, that he was pursuing something on

another level, something that, did Bigel know? Does the Pope know? What is it that has erupted

from the ancient hell shocks in the East? What kind of existence is there in there that the Church

and the North American forces have sent there without any hesitation, despite the death of their
main forces? What is it about the power that has erupted that attracts me? Did this power also

attract other advanced cyborgs? Did they have to turn a blind eye because of the Pope's presence?
What is the secret here, what is it?"

Zeus closed his eyes and kept thinking, there were so many points of doubt here, so many
that he could not explain them with the insight of having lived for hundreds of years, and having
stood at the top of the High Cyborg for a hundred years, why could he not feel the way to advance
to that level of the Pope? Has it been cut off? Or is it that an existence like Bigel and I will never

become an existence at that level of the Pope?

"My body, has it been tampered with by the Pope?" Zeus touched his abdomen, that place
where the biochemical crystals were stored, in recent days, the biochemical crystals showed no

energy to drive them, this made him panic a little, because he obviously felt the disadvantage of
the weak energy of the biochemical crystals was that he was slowly losing his life force, in more
than three hundred years, this was the first time he felt this oppressive feeling... ...
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"And what is your secret, Bigel? You have lived for at least five or six hundred years; how have

you been able to live so long? Is it really something to do with the Heart of Regeneration? But in

the last two hundred years, there have only been two Regeneration Hearts, one for the Gaither
family and one for the Bob family. And now the regenerating heart of the Bob family has been

taken away by Mohammed the Kathurian, and he took it away in spite of his life, could it be that
he knows the secret of it!"

"Did the Pope really teach him many hidden secrets?"

Zeus had a stony expression and had been thinking quickly inside his brain, he couldn't
think, his head hurt from the thought. But these things he did not believe that he was the only one
pondering, there were several other existences like him throughout the southern city, they were
also existences that had lived for hundreds of years, considered living fossils, witnessed the rise

of the F nation as well as the humiliation, and also witnessed the change of the church over time,
but had never seen the fall and change of the pope ......

"The Pope, is he really an immortal being? And how many years has he lived?"



"And is there really only one Pope, really?"

Zeus shook his head. According to what he had learned from the mouths of biochemicals

who had lived much longer when he was younger, families like Gator and Bob, there had been

very powerful biochemicals within the family back in the teens, and this biochemicals were far

more powerful than the senior biochemicals. Why say so, back then the senior biochemist who
brought him up said that generally the founders of the top nobility of the great families were top
biochemists who were stronger than the senior biochemists ......

Also said, only such love steak land zero service closed Shan existence. Only by the Church
will be given the heart of regeneration.

"And what is the secret of the Heart of Regeneration? Is it the resurrection from the dead?"
Zeus had not studied the Heart of Regeneration; he had been poor for over three hundred years,
and had been an advanced biochemist for two hundred years, but had never seen the Heart of

Regeneration ......



Was this his sadness? Definitely not, because there are many advanced biochemists who

have lived longer than him who have not seen the Regeneration Heart either, the only thing they
have heard is the legend of the Regeneration Heart and the Pope's release that if they get it they

can turn it in to him and then he will give a great benefit to the person who turns it in ......

"Thank you Grand Chief." The black dragon gave a knightly salute to Zeus before taking a

seat in the corner, with his position he certainly couldn't sit too far forward, he wasn't strong
enough.

"Apollo." Zeus called out suddenly to his second chief.

A middle-aged man sitting on Apollo's left hand stood up and answered, "What can I do for

you, Mr. Zeus?"



"You go and invite the other high ranking cyborgs from the southern cities for me, and say

that they are invited to come along and see the feast in Toulouse." Zeus commanded.

Apollo smiled and looked grave, wouldn't it put the Pope on alert to gather all the high
ranking biochemists? This was simply a provocation of majesty?

"Zeus, have you thought this through? You must know that this will offend the majesty of the

One ......" Apollo whispered in a voice.

Zeus laughed lightly, "Apollo, after more than two hundred years, don't you want to, know
more? This banquet was initiated by the Gaither family together with Smith, one is one of the
several strongest emerging families, and the other is a family supported by Bigel. Even if the
Pope questions it then, we can explain the explanation ...... Moreover, after all these years, I feel
the signs of life passing by ......"



"What!" Apollo was so horrified that he forgot to transmit his voice .....
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Zeus was showing signs of life loss? This caused Apollo to panic, he was also an advanced
cyborg and Zeus was like his leader before him, but now this leader was telling him that he was

showing signs of life passing?

What does this mean, it means the appearance of death! Could he not care, could he not panic,
about a presence that threatened their death?

The Black Dragon also followed the rest of the group when he heard this sudden sound of

panic and looked at Apollo with dumbfounded eyes. The first and second chiefs of the Zeus

organisation rarely communicated with each other, and in Black Dragon's memory, they had
never appeared, and he had even ignored the existence of this person for a long time, but from the

conversations of the other members of the organisation, he did know that the second chief was

also a powerful senior cyborg, but it seemed that he did not care much about the affairs of the

organisation, so he was all closing his eyes and cultivating his mind... ...



Black Dragon was a bit curious, what exactly did the first chief and the second chief talk

about that made the second chief react so much ......

"Good, I will go and invite them to attend this meeting together." Apollo bites down.

He naturally cared about things that threatened his life and death, why didn't he care about
the Zeus organization for so many years? He didn't know why Zeus was so keen to create an

underground organisation, didn't he need to spend time growing in strength? It wasn't as if he
hadn't guessed whether Zeus had reached the highest level of power of the current Advanced

Cyborg. Was he no longer able to go to the next level and that's why he was like this? Maybe,
maybe not, Apollo didn't dare to pry into Zeus' secrets ......

Everyone has secrets, especially these old timers ......



Apollo finished flashing and disappeared directly into the darkness, like a giant eagle in the
night, shuttling inside, coming and going without a trace ......

The light hit on top of the bus below the Porter Group building, Lin Hao's that Lamborghini

Poison very strikingly drove in the forefront.

When Lin Hao learned that these people were preparing to go to the resort by the Golephonte
Castle, he couldn't help but lose his smile, but he didn't put too much on it, instead he racked the
car and drove at the front of the line, the most he could think of inside his head right now was the

imminent arrival of Shen Xiyan.

Ai Weier did not ask for Lin Hao's Lamborghini poison, Lin Hao is quite helpless about this,
the reason why he directly presented Lamborghini poison to Ai Weier is to be grateful to her, after
all, he used her to enter William Yang's banquet, he felt a bit deceived Ai Weier, so he wanted to
compensate her ......



But later on, Finkin-Gate took it upon himself to give Avril a Cullinan diamond, which
would count to make up for this lack and give Lin Hao a lot of peace of mind ......

As for Avril's invitation last night to go shopping tonight was directly rejected by Lin Hao,
Shen Xiyan is coming, how can he delay too much for another woman with Shen Xiyan for a

minute and a second dye closed er love love dye Shan ......

All along the way, Lin Hao was thinking about Shen Xiyan ......

Aina looked at Lin Hao's Lamborghini Poison, looking at this incomparably luxurious luxury
car, extremely shocked, does the boss have a relationship with the Gaiter family? Otherwise, how
else could he have brought over Finkin Gatt's car?

In fact, Xena does not know much about this one or two supercars, how to say, her level is
not enough to this level of supercars, if not for the company inside the colleagues have research on



the car, she at most just think that this is a Lamborghini only, absolutely will not know, this is the
world only thirteen Lamborghini poison, and in Toulouse only the Gaite family has one, as for the
story here, they people pass on, but the general idea does not change much, is that this car is
Finkin Gaite from the hands of Bastian, that is, from that Smith family Bastian hands.
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When it comes to Bastian they all know each other, after all Bastian is the superb power generation
company in Toulouse and controls the lifeline of electricity in Toulouse ......

"What kind of relationship do you think the president has with Finkin-Gate? It's amazing that
you can borrow his car, a car of this caliber is not something that can be borrowed by ordinary

connections." Xena said.

"Xena, I've never heard of anyone in the supercar community being able to borrow this car,
no matter who it is! I've heard that no one, even the rest of the Gator family, has been able to
borrow this car for a trip ......" the executive who follows the sports car community whispered, he
wasn't showing off, and this was indeed the case ......



"Hiss~" Xena took a breath backwards and for a moment, like the rest of them, didn't know
what to do.

But then she thought about it again and opened her mouth to ask, "So, do you guys think that
we can enter Golefant Castle? After all, our president has such a high status?"

"This ......"

For a time the entire bus was silent, although it felt like the supercar was very famous and

very powerful, but then again, the other party's castle was also a super existence,more extravagant
than the supercar ......

Looking at the crowd are unable to say a so, Saina expression on slightly disappointed, the
service cover closed Yixiwu but think of the president to this car are driving, then the probability
of entering the castle is not greater?



That was a good thing.

The drive from the Porte Group to the resort around Golephant Castle took an hour and ten
minutes in total.

After arriving at the location, Night One got down from the driver's seat then walked over to
Lin Hao, "Brother, Madam's plane landed only thirty minutes away from the castle, why don't I
go and pick up Madam ......"

Lin Hao raised his hand to interrupt Night One, this kind of thing, how could he let someone

do it for him? He was incredibly excited all the way, and there was their own private plane at

Golephant Castle, they could pick it up in a helicopter.



"No way, Night One you're married, if your wife was coming to see you, you wouldn't go
and pick her up yourself?" Lin Hao said jokingly.

Night One was a bit embarrassed and couldn't say anything indirectly for a while, Lin Hao
laughed, "Come on, let's fly the plane over to pick them up."

Lin Hao said to Saina who ran over, "Saina, go and arrange for the other colleagues to move
in, my assistant and I have things to take care of. As usual, all the expenses are paid by the group

company, so you guys have fun to your heart's content."

"Oye, thank you President!" Saina jumped up in excitement and then had a direct jump on

him, which scared Lin Hao so much that he hurriedly pushed Saina away, causing Saina to look
blankly at him.



Lin Hao naturally knew that this was Western etiquette and a way of expressing emotional
excitement, but he was going to see his wife in less than an hour, and if Shen Xi Yan smelt his

perfume on his body, I was afraid that she would be greatly irritated, right?

This was something Lin Hao would never allow to happen, now that Shen Xiyan's health
problems were still resolved and she was still pregnant, wouldn't stimulating her at this time be
stimulating her body? Wouldn't it make her condition worsen again?

"Your colleagues are waiting for you over there, hurry up and go over." Lin Hao ordered, and
then instructed Night One to get into the car.
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Golefant Resort.



Lin Hao did not know that this resort was also his property, but Lin Hao would not care even
if he knew, nowadays his family was too big to manage many things, and with Jelson taking care
of it, he had nothing to worry about at all.

Xena walked into the lobby of the resort, she scanned the dressing of this resort, the first
feeling he got was luxury, the second feeling was incomparable luxury.

She picked up the description of the Gorfint Castle Resort and it said that the Toulouse
government was co-developing it with Gorfint Castle, seeing the relationship between the two,
Xena couldn't help but think that since it was all co-developed, it should be possible to visit

Gorfint, right?

Why else would they be co-developing together?



Looking at the castle, which was built in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries not far away,
from a distance, one could look at it with an air of history, an existence that had witnessed the

changes in Toulouse over the centuries, huge stone blocks stacked on top of each other, hundreds
of years of wind and sun, yet still standing strong. It is the walls of this castle that are already a
shock, but what about the existence inside? It must be even more fascinating, making people
want to rush in and have a look.

"Hello." Xena asked as she looked at the front desk and gave a greeting.

"Hello." A receptionist looked up at Xena and realised it was a company executive and then

having seen her earlier with a couple of buses, knew she must be the person in charge who had

come to check in.

Xena nodded in satisfaction at the receptionist's attitude and just as she was about to ask, a
beautiful woman dressed as a female secretary behind her spoke up and chided, "Hey, are you
checking in or not, if not check in don't hold us up." After saying that her flirtatious eyes swept
over to the male companion beside her, and then her other hand was bold enough to stroke

directly over that man's chest, while sending a provocative look at Xena, as well as a deep
hostility within her eyes.



The reason for her hostility was that her boss was staring at Saina with that greedy gaze, and
it was upsetting her. Feeling humiliated by her charms ......

Xena glanced at the pair of dogs with unbridled disgust and grunted.

Handing the bank card and information form to the receptionist, there was no such thing as
an ID card in existence in Toulouse, so it wasn't like having to carry a stack of ID cards like in

China, here you just handed the company's information form and left it at the receptionist.

Xena spoke up and asked, "Ma'am, I see that your resort is being developed in conjunction

with Golefant Castle, does that mean that you can visit Golefant Castle?"



Before the receptionist could answer, the beautiful mystic who had provoked Xena laughed

out loud as she listened, "Dirtbag. A joint development and you can go in and visit? And the

Elysee Palace was built with the participation of the ancestors of the local workers, are they
allowed to live in the Elysee Palace too? Ha ha, that's hilarious, it's a Golephonte! But it's one of
the few famous castles in Toulouse, it's a symbol of the aristocracy, are you an aristocrat? You're
not even an aristocrat, and you want to go in and visit? What are you going to visit? To take

pictures? And then tweet about it? Oh, don't you think that's shameful and disgraceful?"

Xena's face turned purple then black as she listened, she hadn't expected this at all.

Looking at this expression on Xena's face, Mina showed a face full of mockery, "That's
Golefant, it's not allowed to be entered by anyone but nobles! Just a dirtbag like you, you can still
get in? If you can get in, I'll lick your feet!"

If Lin Hao were here listening to Mina's words, I'm afraid he would have been stunned, the
openness of the people of F was really something he didn't dare to imagine.



Faced with Mina's mockery, Xena could only sink her face, it was indeed too humiliating.
Who knew there were such horrible rules in Golephant, but as Mina said, it was all nobles only
able to enter, asking such a question yourself would be very outrageous, and really being what

Mina said, dirtbag ......

With a shameless face Xena checked in and left the lobby in a hurry, it was so humiliating
she wanted to find a place to burrow ......

Chapter 1200

Mina walked up to the front desk and smiled at the receptionist, "HI, are you able to encounter
such shameless enquiries every day? Haha, what a tour where you can get in if you develop
together, why doesn't your publicity state that the poor are not allowed to enter it? What a way to

give this group of turds hope. I wonder what is the point of giving hope to this bunch of dirtbags?
That's the Château de Golephonte, one of the few great buildings of Toulouse."

The receptionist laughed and didn't pick up on the comment. Xena, who was hurrying out the
door, heard her clearly and blushed even harder.



Mina glanced back at Xena, noticing that she was unsteady on her feet and almost fell over,
and then added, "Dirtbags are dirtbags. You don't even know about the disgraceful things that

have happened to the Gaither family inside Golefant Castle, and you're talking about visiting?
How can you visit when something so big is happening? Of course, even if it didn't happen, with
her status and position, could she be qualified to visit? I also wonder how such a person could be

in charge of a large company's group building? Is it selling out female sex? Bitch. But looking at
the looks, she could really be an outstanding bitch ......"

Although Mina's words were revealing, what came out of her mouth made the receptionist
instantly stand in awe, how can I put it, she had been here at the front desk for a long time and

naturally she had an eye for it. People like Xena, who didn't know anything she usually just

smiled at and then didn't get overly emotional, but like Mina, she didn't dare to be negligent
because Mina knew what had happened in Gorfint recently. How to say it, the Golefte change of
ownership incident together with the Gaiter family disgrace together, the whole thing was sealed,
this time can know the Gaiter family disgrace incident, it means at least can contact with senior
noble ah ......

The service industry people, especially the work place is so close to the Golephonte, then
naturally contact with the nobility will be more, know more information also, read the language

will be more powerful. At the same time the respect for the nobility is not the usual plebeian kind,
after all, there were so many things that happened that night and so many horrible

phenomena ......



"Hello lady, please don't mention too much about that night yet, the steward of Golephonte

Castle will get angry if he hears you talking about the Golephonte incident here. Of course, you
can discuss it in a low voice and just don't cause too much of a stir."

Xena, who was at the door, had stood and stretched her ears to listen when she heard Mina

speak, while waiting for the receptionist's comment, and when she heard the unmistakable tone of
respect from the receptionist, her whole body was stunned.

The Gaither family disgraced?

This ......



This is too horrible, isn't it?

That was the high and mighty Gaither family? They could lose face too? Xena's face was
full of disbelief ......

She told herself in her heart that she would never be seen in this lobby again ......

Jelson watched Xena leave in disarray, after seeing Mina proudly lead the new LV listing bag

stepping in a sassy pace to the VIP corridor, until Mina disappeared, which then walked to the

front desk.

"You did a good job just now. In future, when you meet that lady from before, you should
not directly refute her face, after all, you are a service industry practitioner." Jelson praised the

front desk attendant who had just handled the matter.



The waitress gave a satisfied smile, naturally she was happy to be praised.

Jelson went on to say, "With the recent public outcry, there is no stopping the Gates family
from being disgraced. You must all remember that although the Gates have forbidden it from

being discussed, it is certainly not us who are spreading the news, but the other nobles who were
present that night. Even if the Gates' majesty is terrifying, someone will get wind of it, and as far
as I know, the news is spreading like wildfire among the nobles lately, and it won't be long before
the city knows about it."

Jelson was, at least, a participant that night. Besides, those of them in the butler profession

would have had a private meeting place and then talked to the Shan Dyeing Squire Flicking
Closed Yisan class, so if such news was exposed, they would have received the news quickly and
then been discussing countermeasures. The actual fact is that if Jelson didn't tell the waitress to
answer in this way, I'm afraid that the waitress, fearing the majesty of the Gaiter family, would
have scolded Mina for discussing the matter, and then they would have invariably offended a

nobleman of high status, and offending a nobleman is not something they can offend. ......
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